
Upward trend
To ignore the Hispanic population and its growth is to miss out on 
potential opportunity.

Companies first research the market to ensure there is demand for what 
they have to sell, create a business plan with steps to get them there, and 
solicit investors to help fund the venture. And having these fundamental 
business pieces in place is great. But are they worthwhile, without sufficient 
communication to the outside world on what your company actually does? 

The U.S. Census Bureau tells us that as of 
July 1, 2016, the Hispanic population was at 
57.5 million — comprising the nation’s largest 
minority group. 

That is 17.8 percent of the nation’s total 
population.  

These numbers are significant not only because of where 
they are, but where they are headed. 

In 2060, the Hispanic population 
is forecast to grow to 119 million, 
making up 28.6 percent of the 
nation’s population, according 
to Census Bureau projections. 
There will be over 28 percent 
of U.S. residents in need 
of communication 
that truly speaks 
to them, in other 
words … their 
own language. 

And the trend isn’t just a matter of residents who identify as 
Hispanic, but those who also actively use Spanish in their 
homes, workplaces, or both. It was found that 40 million U.S. 
residents age 5 and up spoke Spanish at home in 2016 — that’s 
a 133.4-percent increase since 1990. 

So the Hispanic market has grown and more growth is projected. 

But before we look at what we know about the market and its 
behavior, let’s make sure we are defining “U.S. Hispanic” in 
consistent terms.

Latin Americans or inhabitants of Hispanic America are different from what we call the U.S. Hispanic 
population. U.S. Hispanic is anyone living in the U.S. who defines themselves as Hispanic or Latino, 

descendants of the Spanish-speaking countries of Latin America and the Iberian Peninsula. 

The solutions your company 
offers to clients can’t be a secret. 
And in the area of marketing, this 
communication focus tends to 
jump to things like SEO, keywords 
and ad impressions — but 
overlooks a bigger issue: 

Are you speaking the 
same language as your 

customers and colleagues? 

If not, how else is this language barrier 
impacting your company in terms of hiring and 

training employees; accessing top executive talent; 
collaborating with other firms; building vendor partnerships; and 
growing your global reach?

Before you embark upon the very-worthwhile goal of better 
reaching markets in the industry you represent, it’s important to 
look at the U.S. population and where it’s headed. 

Information such as population 
data is — or should be — 
at the core of business 
strategy.

Population 
numbers 
offer true 
relevancy, so 
keeping on 
top of such 
metrics is 
beneficial.

For the U.S. Hispanic population, countries of origin include: 
SPAIN ARGENTINA *CUBA *COLOMBIA *PUERTO RICO *MEXICO *DOMINICAN REPUBLIC COSTA RICA *GUATEMALA

HONDURAS NICARAGUA PANAMA *EL SALVADOR BOLIVIA CHILE ECUADOR PARAGUAY PERU URUGUAY VENEZUELA

*These nationalities make up 90 percent or more of Hispanic Americans overall 

Data dictates the Hispanic market is growing, but very nuanced

What does
U.S. Hispanic

mean?



The U.S.
Hispanic market

Translation bridges the gap

80%

In addition to acknowledging the growing U.S. Hispanic market and translating English communication and messaging, it’s important to also know shopping behaviors 
of this market sector. 

Those in the multi-cultural market overall are young; comprise a high number of “super consumers” (those in the top 10 of households that drive at least 30 percent 
of sales); are avid users of smartphones and other devices, especially for entertainment purposes; are expressive of their cultural identity; and drive general buying 
behavior (think about how once-ethnic foods like tacos and pizza, which are now mainstream), further broadening their economic influence. 

You build trust by communicating to prospective Hispanic customers in their language and maintain 
that trust by doing so consistently. 

There’s documented high use, but also high engagement levels, meaning more possibility in terms of 
reward in reaching this group of super consumers. 

The Hispanic market uses mobile devices, especially smartphones, more than white counterparts, according to 
research, with high use of social media, such as Snapchat. This market sometimes uses multiple media devices 
at once, according to a Facebook study:

 “  “ “At more than six hours a week, 
U.S. Hispanics spend 27 percent 
more time online [than other multi-
cultural populations in the study] on 
a smartphone, and 74 percent of 
U.S. Hispanics use a mobile phone 
while simultaneously watching 
TV, versus 66 percent who are 
multi-screening between the two 
devices.” 

according to the Pew Research Center, with over 25 percent of U.S. kids aged 9 and under in 
the category as well. The age groups open up possibility in broad ranges of buying and business 
categories now and in the future. 

Nearly 6 out 
of every 10 
U.S. Hispanic 
residents are 
a millennial or 
younger

A Facebook Business News survey showed that: 

of U.S. Hispanics don’t feel they need to stop speaking Spanish to be part 
of American culture and seeing ads in Spanish versus English significantly 
increases their interest in purchasing products.

So, yes, there is opportunity. A lot of opportunity. 

However, merely translating content is a very tricky area. U.S. Hispanics report content translated from English to Spanish to be too literal, or too loose.

“Although translation technology’s shortcomings in handling nuance and cultural difference may not be immediately apparent to a non-Spanish speaker, to someone who 
speaks the language fluently, they will be glaringly obvious,” according to DealerMarketing.com, an auto dealership trade publication. “America’s Hispanic citizens expect 
better than machine translation, and are more likely to buy from companies that make the effort to appeal to them directly.”

These shortcomings increase marketing costs, unnecessarily extend the purchase cycle and can lessen return. However, simple solutions deployed upstream can mitigate 
the gap between confusing, unclear machine translation and a customized approach to messaging with localization and professional translation editing. 

U.S. Hispanic buying power is forecast to be at $1.7 trillion in 2020. 

Is your company ready?


